Agemba
Radical improvement through
transparency
A software tool for collaboration
and transparency at work

The value

Agemba

Agile Lean House is committed to helping organizations get more
value out of their efforts through our online workﬂow tool
Agemba.

Agemba is a workﬂow and productivity tool. Bridging the gap between
planning and execution, Agemba is a dynamic tool that gives everyone
a mutual understanding of priorities, direction and the current status.

The single biggest reason that projects fail to deliver optimal
value is lack of value prioritization. There is simply not enough
focus on why things are done.

Agemba is unique in the market as it especially caters to the needs of
people involved with the strategic aspect of work: making priorities,
understanding how deliverables are connected etc. Agemba makes
prioritization easier and more fact-based by visualizing dependencies
and supporting multiple types of estimation strategies.

American research have shown that between 50 and 70% of effort
in product development is wasted because, what is built, is not
used. The top three reasons are:
■
■
■

Agemba is a virtual Gemba “reﬂecting the real thing” as it lets users
navigate and make sense of changes as they occur.

Something else was built than the customer thought he
ordered.
No real user asked for what was built.
The world has changed since speciﬁcations were written
and no one noticed.

The ground stone is radical improvement through transparency!

By enabling true transparency and collaboration, it is
possible to get a lot closer to building the right thing.
Working the Agile and Lean way creates much higher
stakeholder satisfaction. 74% report higher
satisfaction*). The top four reasons are:
■
■
■
■

Improved ability to handle change (92%)
Improved visibility in the project (83%)
Improved alignment between team members
working and stakeholders (66%)
Reduced risk (66%)

*Mike Cohn, “Succeeding with Agile”
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Organizing workflows with Agemba
Agemba is built on the Lean notion that organizations
beneﬁt from developing and organizing themselves
around their inherent Value Streams - starting with the
customer and including built in feedback loops to ensure
that expectations are aligned.

The online workﬂow tool Agemba allows
organizations to illustrate how they are organized as
a company and manage their interdependent
workﬂows among teams or circles.

Resolution and
delegation is
sent back to
the Value
Stream

Issues and
ideas are
escalated

The Value Stream
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Circle Map
The Circle Map in Agemba allows
users to build and display their
organization as a network of units
(circles), from where work is
managed and delegated between
each other.
This interactive view provides an
overview over the entire organization,
reﬂecting how work is organized
along the Value Stream.
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■

■
■

The Circle Overview shows at a glance the current situation for different Circles and Teams in the
organization
■ Status of each Circle (Traﬃc light)
■ Provide immediate input to different Circles
Relationships and delegation of work is clearly shown
Manifests on all Circles and Relationships provides transparency
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Story Map
When you enter a Circle in Agemba, the Story Map is
often where a project starts to emerge and be mapped
out.
The Story Map is really the cornerstone of Agemba. It
provides a clear visualization and mind map of how
work is organized and broken down.
Its tree-like structure shows how work is connected
giving a powerful overview of dependencies, as well as
why and for whom speciﬁc work is done.
It offers a real-time view of status and estimation which
updates automatically to reﬂect progress and changes
as they occur.

Feedback from customers is added and dealt with
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■

The Agemba Story Map gives a full interactive overview
■ Feedback - the issues and ideas, both from outsiders and team members
■ Why - the objectives and risks in the project, which should be contributed to or mitigated
■ Who - the roles or personas that are affected, beneﬁt or contribute
■ What - the deliverables – the solution described hierarchically, e.g. using user stories
■ When - the milestones, deliveries, phases, releases and sprints

■

Users can pan, zoom, drag and drop, see details and print
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Road Map and Outline
The Road Map and Outline are for creating
an overview of time constraints and
visualizing long term goals as well as
dependencies.
The Roadmap establishes a common
vision and common goals. Everybody can
see relationships and dependencies at a
high level. The Outline allows the
discerning to dive into appropriate detail
and see when things must or will be
available - when things are planned to be
done.
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The Road Map shows at a glance the top objectives, priorities and
commitments for the Circles and for the entire organization.
■

Elements can be added or created directly in the Road Map

■

Relationships can be created to show dependencies

The Outline complements the Roadmap by presenting time
constraints more detailed – building on the classic Gannt Chart.
■

From the Outline, details for a selected item can be shown.
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Main Backlog
The Main Backlog is where work is
planned and prioritized.
Deliverables are easily found through a
series of ﬁltering and search features and
can then be dragged into and moved
around on the Backlog.
In the process work can be described
further and assigned to speciﬁc people or
teams.

The Team
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The Main Backlog is used to organize items into the desired Phases, Releases and Sprints
■
■
■
■

Search and ﬁlter for Epics, Stories, Issues etc.
Manage readiness of items
Reorder, prioritize to optimize value and adapt to the team’s capabilities
Build balanced Sprints with high probability of success
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Tactical Backlog
The Tactical Backlog is the
primary workﬂow tool for the
team. Here work kan be
further broken down into
manageable tasks.
Progress is easy to see, so it
acts both as a tool of
transparency and motivation.

Individual, customizable
dashboard for each team
member’s assignments,
commitments and areas of
interest are reﬂected here.
The dashboard is also where
they can keep track of
communication with
collaborators and team
members.
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■

The Tactical Backlog of Agemba provides a day to day
overview of execution
■ Execute Sprint after Sprint the Scrum way
■ Or combine with Kanban for continuously ﬂowing
work
■ Burndown charts visualize the progress

All changes can be seen in Story Map and Outline
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Dashboard

■

■

■

Agemba’s customizable Dashboard
gives an immediate overview for
everybody in the organization.
An abundance of Dashlets can present
data in just the way needed to extract
the core information.
Immediate status of key data is
captured at a glance.
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License types and price
Agemba is available in a number of license bundle, where each
license provides a user with full interactional access to the
organization’s Agemba site.
With the purchase of an Agemba site, an organization has the
option of inviting Guest users into the site to view progress or
contribute. 20 free Guest licenses always accompany any
purchase with the possibility of purchasing more.
Yearly payments release a 20% discount on prices.
Agemba is backed by online and phone support plus
assistance from a network of ambassadors that can help
conﬁgure and implement a solution.
Agemba is built on the latest industrial strength technologies
and hosted in a secure environment in the cloud.

Visit agemba.com/signup to place your order or
try a three months FREE TRIAL
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Licenses

Monthly subscription

5

FREE TRIAL for three
months. After that
€ 50/m

10

€ 100/m

20

€ 200/m

30

€ 300/m

50

€ 500/m

80

€ 750/m

130

€ 1100/m

200

€ 1600/m

This booklet introduces the productivity tool Agemba, its
use and functionalities.
Agemba is used by teams and organizations as a
workﬂow tool to manage projects or assist in product
development, creating transparency across teams and
productive collaboration.
Agemba is unique in the market as it especially caters to
the needs of people involved with the strategic aspect of
work: making priorities, understanding how deliverables
are connected, being able to see dependencies and
estimates.
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